A unique collaboration with international defense and space experts, this 18-month program is delivered across three countries: Australia, the UK and the USA.

The University of South Australia (UniSA) Global Executive Master of Business Administration (GEMBA) in Defense and Space has a strong practical focus on executive leadership and senior management decision-making, while embedding the latest in defense and space management research.

The tailored curriculum features internationally recognized industry speakers and case studies. Participants will develop and extend their knowledge and capabilities in relevant fields including space systems, defense procurement, global security, and digital disruption, gaining insights that can be immediately to their careers.

Key Takeaways

- Future-proof yourself in a dynamic, unpredictable and evolving geo-political world
- Take on a leadership program like no other, drawing on a unique global model
- Prepare for global leadership with a curriculum tailored to the defense and space industries
- Develop comprehensive knowledge and understanding of sector developments, challenges, and solutions
- Learn from internationally recognised academics and industry speakers and explore case studies from world-leading defense policy institutes and think tanks
- Engage and network with a diverse and experienced cohort throughout your studies
- Benefit from UniSA’s broad scope of industry partnerships that bring real-world scenarios to classroom learning
- Address critical skills gaps in cyber security, space systems, geopolitics and defense procurement and build innovative and leadership capabilities required across the sectors

For more information, please visit: study.unisa.edu.au/mba/gemba-defence-space